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Abstract. In this paper we initiate an exploration of relationships between “preference elicitation”, a learning-style problem that arises in
combinatorial auctions, and the problem of learning via queries studied
in computational learning theory. Preference elicitation is the process of
asking questions about the preferences of bidders so as to best divide
some set of goods. As a learning problem, it can be thought of as a setting in which there are multiple target concepts that can each be queried
separately, but where the goal is not so much to learn each concept as
it is to produce an “optimal example”. In this work, we prove a number
of similarities and differences between preference elicitation and query
learning, giving both separation results and proving some connections
between these problems.
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Introduction

In a combinatorial auction, an entity (the “auctioneer”) has a set S of n items
that he would like to partition among a set of k bidders. What makes an auction combinatorial is that the valuations of the bidders (how much they would
be willing to pay for different subsets of items) may not necessarily be linear
functions over the items. For instance, if item a is a left shoe and item b is a
right shoe, then a bidder might be willing to pay a reasonable amount for the
bundle {a, b} but very little for just {a} or just {b}. In the other direction, if a
and b are each pairs of shoes, then a bidder might value {a, b} less than the sum
of his valuations on {a} and {b} (especially if he just needs one pair of shoes
right now). A standard goal for the auctioneer in such a setting is to determine
the allocation of goods that maximizes social welfare: this is the sum, over all
bidders, of the value that each bidder places on the set of items that he receives.
This goal is perhaps most natural if one thinks of the auctioneer as not having
a financial interest of its own but simply as an agent acting to help divide up
a given set of items in a way that maximizes overall happiness. For example,
the case of k = 2 can be thought of as a situation in which one of the bidders
represents a buyer (with various preferences over bundles of items) and the other
bidder represents a marketplace (with various discounts and package-deals), and
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the auctioneer is acting as an agent to help the buyer decide what subset of
items to purchase from the marketplace.1
There are a number of issues that arise in the combinatorial auction setting. For example, there is much work on designing protocols (mechanisms)
so that bidders will be truthful in reporting their valuations and not want to
“game” the system (e.g., [1–3]). But another issue is that even if we can get bidders to be truthful, their valuation functions can be quite complicated. Because
of this, bidding in a traditional manner can require an exponential amount of
communication. This has led researchers to study the notion of preference elicitation, in which the auctioneer asks questions of the bidders in order to learn
(elicit) enough information about their preferences so as to be able to decide on
the best (or approximately best) allocation of the items. Because the issues of
truthfulness can be handled even in this setting of incremental preference elicitation via known mechanisms [4], much of this previous work—as well as this
paper—focuses solely on the elicitation question of how to extract the necessary
information needed for allocation.
1.1

Preference Elicitation and Query Learning

We can think of preference elicitation in the context of query learning by thinking of the n items as features, thinking of a subset of items (a “bundle”) as an
example x ∈ {0, 1}n indicating which items are in the subset, and thinking of
the bidder’s valuation function as a target function. The standard assumption
of “free disposal” (bidders can throw away items for free), means we can assume
that these valuation functions are monotone, though they typically will not be
boolean-valued. Furthermore, one of the natural types of queries studied in preference elicitation, the value query (where the auctioneer asks the bidder how
much he values some bundle), corresponds exactly with the learning-theoretic
notion of a membership query.
On the other hand, a key difference between preference elicitation and query
learning is in the goals. In learning, the objective is to exactly or approximately
recover the target function. In preference elicitation, however, the goal is more
one of finding the “best example”. For instance, if there are just two bidders
with preference functions f and g, then the goal is to find a partition (S 0 , S 00 )
of the n items to maximize f (S 0 ) + g(S 00 ). Thinking in terms of functions over
{0, 1}n , the goal is to find x ∈ {0, 1}n to maximize f (x) + g(x̄).
Notice that one of the immediate differences between preference elicitation
and query learning is that preference elicitation makes sense even if the target
functions do not have short descriptions, or even short approximations. We will
see some interesting examples later, but as a simple case, if we learn that bidder
A will pay $100 for the entire set of n items but no more than $50 for any subset
of size n − 1 (she is a collector and wants the whole set), and B will pay a
1

To think of this as a combinatorial auction, it is easiest to imagine that the auctioneer
has pre-purchased all the items, and then is deciding which the buyer should keep
and which should be returned for a refund.
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maximum of $50 even for the whole lot, then we know we might as well give all
items to A, and we do not need to know exactly how much each bidder would have
paid for different subsets. On the other hand, it is quite possible for allocation
of items to be computationally hard, even if the preferences of all the bidders
are known. For example, even if each bidder’s preferences can be expressed as a
simple conjunction (these are called “single-minded” bidders), then if there are
many bidders, allocation is equivalent to the NP-hard set-packing problem. For
somewhat more complicated preference functions, such as read-once formulas,
allocation can be NP-hard even for two bidders [5].
Another difference concerns the types of queries that are most natural in
each setting. While value/membership queries are common to both, equivalence
queries are quite unnatural in the context of preference elicitation. On the other
hand, the demand query, a powerful type of query for preference elicitation
introduced by Nisan [6], does not seem to have been studied in query learning.2
In this paper, we discuss similarities and differences between the three objectives of exact learning, approximate learning, and preference elicitation. We then
give a number of upper and lower bounds for preference elicitation of natural
preference (concept) classes. We focus primarily on the case of k = 2 bidders, because even this case is quite interesting, both practically (since it models a buyer
and a marketplace as mentioned above) and technically. We show that monotone
DNF formulas (long known to be hard to learn exactly from membership queries
alone but easy to learn approximately) are hard for preference
elicitation, even
√
with demand queries. However, the hardness we show is 2Ω( n) -hard rather than
2Ω(n) -hard. On the other hand, log(n)-DNF are easy for preference-elicitation,
even if the functions have more than polynomially many terms. We also give a
number of general statements about when the ability to succeed for one of these
goals implies being able to succeed in the others. We then end with a number of
open problems.
1.2

Related Work on Combinatorial Auctions

Combinatorial auctions are economically efficient mechanisms for selling n items
to multiple bidders, and are attractive when the bidders’ valuations on bundles
exhibit complementarity (a bundle of items is worth more than the sum of its
parts) and/or substitutability (a bundle is worth less than the sum of its parts).
Determining the winners in such auctions, given the bids, is a complex optimization problem that has received considerable attention (e.g., [7–9, 2, 10, 11]).
Equally important, however, is the problem of communication. There are 2n − 1
bundles, and each agent may need to bid on all of them to fully express its
preferences. Appropriate bidding languages [8, 12, 9, 2, 13, 14] can address the
communication overhead in some cases where the bidder’s utility function is
compressible. However, they still require the agents to completely determine
2

In this query, the auctioneer proposes a set of item prices and then asks the bidder
what set of items he would choose to buy at those prices. These will be discussed
further in Section 2.
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and transmit their valuation functions and as such do not solve all the issues.
So in practice, when the number of items for sale is even moderate, the bidders
cannot bid on all bundles. Instead, they may bid on bundles which they will
not win, and they may fail to bid on bundles they would have won. The former
problem leads to wasted effort, and the latter problem leads to reduced economic
efficiency of the resulting allocation of items to bidders.
Selective incremental preference elicitation by the auctioneer was recently
proposed to address these problems, and several papers have studied different
types of elicitors [4, 15, 16, 6, 17]. On the negative side, if valuations are arbitrary
monotone functions, then the worst-case communication complexity to find an
(even approximately) optimal allocation is exponential in the number of items,
no matter what query types are used [6]. However, experimentally, only a small
decreasing fraction of the bidders’ preferences can be elicited before the provably
optimal allocation is found [16].
Vickrey-Clark-Groves [18–20] schemes provide a method for charging bidders
so that each is motivated to tell the truth about its valuations. Briefly, in this
scheme the elicitor first finds the optimal allocation OP T . Then, for each bidder
i, it finds the optimal allocation OP Ti without bidder i. Bidder i is charged
a fee based on the difference between the utility of the other agents in OP T
and OP Ti . One then proves that in such a scheme, each bidder is motivated
to be truthful. This means that if one can elicit the optimal allocation exactly
assuming that agents tell the truth, one can determine the Vickrey payments
that make truth-telling a good strategy for the bidders. Because of this, for the
remainder of the paper we assume that the bidders are truthful.
Driven by the same concerns as preference elicitation in combinatorial auctions, there has been significant recent work on ascending combinatorial auctions
(e.g., [21–26]). These are multistage mechanisms. At each stage the auctioneer
announces prices (on items or in some cases on bundles of items), and each bidder states which bundle of items he would prefer (that is, which bundle would
maximize his valuation minus the price he would have to pay for the bundle) at
those prices. The auctioneer increases the prices between stages, and the auction usually ends when the optimal allocation is found. Ascending auctions can
be viewed as a special case of preference elicitation where the queries are demand queries (“If these were the prices, what bundle would you buy from the
auction?”) and the query policy is constrained to increasing the prices in the
queries over time. Recently it was shown that if per-item prices suffice to support an optimal allocation (i.e., a Walrasian equilibrium exists), then the optimal
allocation can be found with a polynomial number of queries (where each query
and answer is of polynomial size) [6].
Recently, some of us [5], noticing the connection to query learning, showed
how the AHK algorithm [27] could be adapted to elicit preferences expressable
as read-once-formulas over gates that are especially natural in the context of
combinatorial auctions. This work goes on to discuss the computational problem
of determining the best allocation once the formulas are elicited. On the negative
side, it shows that even for two bidders with read-once-formula preferences,
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allocation can be NP-hard, but on the other hand, if one of the two bidders has
a linear value function, then allocation can be done in polynomial time.

2

Notation and Definitions

Because subset notation is most natural from the point of view of preference
elicitation, we will use both subset notation and bit-vector notation in this paper.
That is, we will think of the instance space X both as elements of {0, 1}n and
as the power set of some set S of n items. We will also interchangeably call a
subset of S a “bundle” or an “example”. When discussing preference elicitation,
we assume there are k bidders with monotone real-valued preference functions
over the instance space. The objective of preference elicitation is to determine
a k-way partition (S1 , . . . , Sk ) of S to maximize f1 (S1 ) + f2 (S2 ) + . . . + fk (Sk ),
where f1 , . . . , fk are the k real-valued preference functions. Typically we will
assume k = 2.
Let C be a class of monotone functions. We will be interested in the learnability of various C in the exact learning, approximate learning, and preference
elicitation models given the ability to make various types of queries. By “approximate learning” we mean learning with respect to the uniform distribution
on inputs — i.e.., finding a hypothesis function that agrees with the target over
almost all of the instance space. While learning algorithms are typically considered efficient if they run in time polynomial in the number of items n and in
the length of the representation of the target (and possibly other parameters),
we will at times explicitly require run time bounds independent of description
length in order to demonstrate a fundamental advantage of preference elicitation
for problems involving complex targets. The hardness observations for learning
problems when this restriction is in place are therefore not hardness results in
the standard learning-theoretic sense.
Query types: A membership query or value query is a request x ∈ {0, 1}n to an
oracle for a target f . The oracle responds with the value f (x) corresponding to
x. We can think of these queries as asking the following question of a bidder:
“How much are you willing to pay for this bundle of items?”
A demand query is a request w ∈ (R+ )n (R+ here represents non-negative
real values) to an oracle for a target f . The oracle responds with an example
x ∈ {0, 1}n that maximizes f (x) − w · x. We can think of these queries as asking
the following question of a bidder: “If these are the costs of items, what would
you choose to buy?”
We can illustrate the power of demand queries with the following observation
due to Nisan. If one of the bidders has a linear valuation function, and the other
is arbitrary, then preference elicitation can be done with n + 1 queries: n value
queries and one demand query. Specifically, we simply ask the linear bidder
n value queries to determine his value on each item, and then send the other
bidder these values as prices and ask him what he would like to buy. Thus it is
interesting that our main lower bounds hold for demand queries as well.
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Natural function/representation classes: One of the most natural representation
classes of monotone functions in machine learning is that of monotone DNF
formulas. In preference elicitation, the analog of this representation is called the
“XOR bidding language”3 . A preference in this representation is a set of bundles
(terms) T = {T1 , T2 , . . . , Tm } along with values vi for each bundle Ti . The value
of this preference for all S 0 ⊆ S is:
fT,v (S 0 ) = max0 vi .
Ti ⊆S

In other words, the value of a set of items S 0 is the maximum value of any
of the “desired bundles” in T that are contained in S 0 . We will call this the
DNF representation of preferences, or “DNF preferences” for short. Our hardness
results for this class will all go through for the boolean case (all vi are equal to
1), but our positive results will hold for general vi .

3

DNF Preferences

Angluin [28] shows that monotone DNF formulas are hard to exactly learn from
membership queries alone, but are easy to learn approximately. Angluin’s example showing hardness of exact learning can be thought of as follows: imagine the
n items are really n/2 pairs of shoes. The buyer would be happy with any bundle
containing at least one pair of shoes (any such bundle is worth $1). But then we
add one final term to the DNF: a bundle of size n/2 containing exactly one shoe
from each pair, where for each pair we flip a coin to decide whether to include
the left or right shoe. Since the learning algorithm already knows the answer will
be positive to any query containing a pair of shoes, the only interesting queries
are those that contain no such pair, and therefore it has to match the last term
exactly to provide any information. Thus even for a randomized algorithm, an
expected 2n/2−1 queries are needed for exact learning of monotone DNF.
We now consider the preference elicitation problem when one or more preferences are represented as monotone DNF expressions, beginning with a few
simple observations.
Observation 1 If f is a known DNF preference function with m terms, and g is
an arbitrary unknown monotone preference function, then preference elicitation
can be performed using m value queries.
Proof. Because g is monotone, the optimal allocation will be of the form (Ti , S −
Ti ) for some term Ti in f . So, we simply need to query g once for each set S − Ti
and then pick the best of these m partitions.
t
u
3

This terminology is to indicate that the bidder wants only one of his listed bundles
and will not pay more for a set of items that contains multiple bundles inside it.
This usage is very different from the standard definition of XOR as a sum modulo
2. Therefore, to avoid confusion, we will not use the XOR terminology here.
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Observation 2 If f and g are boolean DNF preferences each containing exactly one term that is not size 2 (the hard case in Angluin’s construction) then
preference elicitation can be performed using polynomially (in n) many value
queries.
Proof. We begin by finding all terms in f of size 2 by asking n2 queries. Suppose
two of these terms T1 and T2 are disjoint. In that case, we query g on S − T1
and S − T2 . If one answer is “yes” then we are done. If both answers are “no”
then this means all of g’s terms intersect both T1 and T2 . In particular, g can
have only a constant number of terms, and therefore exactly learning g is easy,
after which we can then apply Observation 1 (swapping f and g). On the other
hand, if f does not have two disjoint terms of size 2, then the only way f can
have more than 3 such terms is if they all share some common item xi . It is
thus now easy to learn the large term in f : if f (S − {xi }) is positive, we can
“walk downward” from that example to find it, else we can walk downward from
the example in which all the other items in the small terms have been removed.
Once f has been learned, we can again apply Observation 1.
t
u
We now show that even though Angluin’s specific example is no longer hard
in the preference elicitation model, monotone DNF formulas remain hard for
preference elicitation using value queries, even when the preference functions
are quite small. We then extend this result to demand queries as well.
√

Theorem 1. Preference elicitation of monotone DNF formulas requires 2Ω( n)
value
√ queries. This holds even if each bidder’s preference function has only
O( n) terms.
Proof. We construct a hard example as follows. There will be n = m2 items,
arranged in an m-by-m matrix. Let us label the items xij for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ m.
We will call the two preference functions fR and fC . Both will be boolean
functions. Bidder fR is happy with any row: that is, fR = x11 x12 · · · x1m ∨
x21 x22 · · · x2m ∨ . . . ∨ xm1 xm2 · · · xmm . Bidder fC is happy with any column:
that is, fC = x11 x21 · · · xm1 ∨ x21 x22 · · · xm2 ∨ . . . ∨ x1m x2m · · · xmm . Thus, at
this point, it is impossible to make both bidders happy. However, we now add
one additional term to each preference function. We flip a coin for each of the
n items in S, labeling the item as heads or tails. Let H be the set of all items
labeled heads, and T be the set of all items labeled tails. We now add the conjunction of all items in H as one additional term to fR , and the conjunction of
all items in T as one additional term to fC . Thus now it is possible to make
both bidders happy, and the optimal allocation will be to give the items in H to
the “row bidder” and the items in T to the “column bidder”.
√We now argue that no query algorithm can find this allocation in less than
1
n
− 2 queries in expectation. Let us enforce that the last two questions of
2
2
the query protocol are the values of the actual allocation. That is, if the elicitor
assigns the items in H to the row agent and T to the column agent, it must
ask the row agent the value of H and the column agent the value of T . This
constraint only increases the length of the protocol by at most 2 questions.
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Let us assume that the elicitor knows in advance the structure of the problem,
the row sets and the column sets, and the only information the elicitor does not
know are the sets H and T . In this case, we can assume without loss of generality
that the elicitor never asks the row bidder about any bundle containing a row
(because he already knows the answer will be “yes”) and similarly never asks
the column bidder about any bundle containing a column.
We now argue as follows. If the elicitor asks a query of the row bidder, the
query must be missing at least one item in each row, and if the elicitor ask
a query of the column bidder, it must be missing at least one item in each
column. However, notice that in the first case, the answer will be positive only
if all missing items are in T , and in the second case, the answer will be positive
only if all missing items are in H. Therefore, for any given such query, the
probability√that the answer will be positive taken over the random coin flips is
the elicitor gets
at most 2− n . Thus, for any elicitation strategy, the probability
√
a positive response in the first k queries√is at most k2− n and therefore the
t
u
expected number of queries is at least 21 2 n .
We now show that preference elicitation remains hard for DNF preferences
even if we allow demand queries.
Theorem 2. Even if both demand queries and value queries
are allowed, prefer√
ence elicitation of monotone DNF formulas requires √
2Ω( n) queries. This holds
even if each bidder’s preference function has only O( n) terms.
Proof. We use the same example as in the proof of Theorem 1. As in that proof,
we can insist that the last question be a demand query where the agent responds
with the set H or T respectively. Let us without loss of generality consider a
sequence of demand queries to the “row bidder”. What we need to calculate now
is the probability, for any given cost vector w, that the set H happens to be the
cheapest term in his DNF formula. The intuition is that this is highly unlikely
because H is so much larger than the other terms.
Specifically, for a given query cost vector w, let wi be the total cost of the
ith row. Thus, the cheapest row has cost min(w1 , . . . , wm ) and the expected cost
of H is 12 (w1 + . . . + wm ). One simple observation that helps in the analysis is
that if we define hi as the cost of the items in H that are in the ith row, then
Pr(hi ≥ wi /2) ≥ 1/2. That is because if any particular subset of the ith row has
cost less than wi /2, its complement in the ith row must have cost greater than
wi /2. Furthermore, these events are independent over the different rows.
So, we can reduce the problem to the following: we have m independent
events each of probability at least 1/2. If at least two of these events occur,
the elicitor gets no information (H is not the cheapest bundle because it is not
cheaper than the cheapest row). Thus, the probability the elicitor does get some
information is at most (m + 1)2−m and the expected number of queries is at
1
least 2(m+1)
2m .
t
u
Open Problem 1 Can
preferences expressible as polynomial-size DNF formu√
las be elicited in 2O( n) value queries or demand queries?
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3.1

log(n)-DNF Preferences

√
In the previous problem, even though there were only O( n) terms in each
preference function, the terms themselves were fairly large. What if all of the
terms are small, of size no more than log n? Observe that there are logn n possible
terms of size log n, so some members of this class cannot be represented in
poly(n) bits.
Theorem 3. If f and g are DNF-preferences where no term is of size more
than log2 n, then preference elicitation can be performed in a number of value
queries polynomial in n.
Proof. We begin by giving a randomized construction and then show a derandomization.
For convenience let us put an empty term T0 of value 0 into both f and g.
With this convention we can assume the optimal allocation satisfies some term
T 0 ∈ f and some term T 00 ∈ g.
We now simply notice that since T 0 and T 00 are both of size at most log2 n,
a random partition (S 0 , S 00 ) has probability at least 1/n2 of satisfying S 0 ⊇ T 0
and S 00 ⊇ T 00 . So, we simply need to try O(n2 log 1δ ) random partitions and take
the best one, and with probability at least 1 − δ we will have found the optimal
allocation.
We can now derandomize this algorithm using the (n, k)-universal sets of
Naor and Naor [29]. A set of assignments to n boolean variables is (n, k)-universal
if for every subset of k variables, the induced assignments to those variables covers all 2k possible settings. Naor and Naor [29] give efficient explicit constructions
of such sets using only 2O(k) log n assignments. In our case, we can use the case
of k = 2 log2 n, so the construction is polynomial time and size. Each of these
assignments corresponds to a partition of the items, and we simply ask f and g
for their valuations on each one and take the best.
t
u

4

General Relationships

In this section we describe some general relationships between query learning and
preference elicitation. We begin with an example in which preference elicitation is
easy but exact learning is hard, even though the function has a small description.
We then show that in certain circumstances, however, the ability to elicit does
imply the ability to learn with queries.
4.1

Almost-Threshold Preferences

We now define a class of preference functions that we call almost-threshold. This
class will be used to show that, even if all of the functions in a class have
representations of size polynomial in n, we can still separate exact learning and
preference elicitation with respect to membership queries.
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An “almost threshold” preference function is defined by specifying a single
set S 0 . This set in turn defines a preference function that is 1 for any set of size
greater than or equal to |S 0 |, except for S 0 itself, and is 0 otherwise. Formally,
for any S 0 6= ∅, define:

1 if S 00 6= S 0 and |S 00 | ≥ |S 0 |
00
hS 0 (S ) =
0 otherwise
The class HAT of almost-threshold preference functions is then HAT = {hS 0 }.

n
Observation 3 It requires at least dn/2e−1
membership queries to exactly learn
the class HAT .
Theorem 4. If f, g ∈ HAT then the optimal allocation can be elicited in 4 +
log2 n membership queries.
Proof. Assume |S| > 2 and suppose f = hS 0 . The first step is to determine |S 0 |.
We can do this in log2 n + 1 queries using binary search. We next use two more
queries to find two sets T, T 0 of size |S 0 | such that f (T ) = f (T 0 ) = 1. This can be
done by just picking three arbitrary sets of size |S 0 | and querying the first two:
if either has value 0 then the third has value 1. Then, we test if g(S\T ) = 1. If
it is, then T, S\T is an optimal allocation. Otherwise, T 0 , S\T 0 , regardless of its
value, is an optimal allocation.
t
u
4.2

Positive Results

We now show that in certain circumstances, however, the ability to elicit does
imply the ability to learn with queries. In particular, we will show that in certain
cases, the ability to perform preference elicitation will provide us with a Superset
Query oracle, which together with membership queries can allow us to to learn
concept classes not learnable by membership queries alone.
Definition 1. A superset query oracle for a concept class H takes in a
function f ∈ H as input. If f is a superset of the target f ∗ , that is, {x : f (x) =
1} ⊇ {x : f ∗ (x) = 1}, then the query returns “true”. Otherwise the query
produces a counterexample: an x such that f (x) = 0 but f ∗ (x) = 1.
Notice that Angluin’s algorithm [28] for learning Monotone DNF can use
superset queries instead of equivalence queries, because the hypothesis is always
a subset of the target function. Furthermore, any subclass of Monotone DNF
that is closed under removal of terms can be learned from superset queries and
membership queries by the same algorithm.
What makes this interesting is the following relationship between preference
elicitation and superset queries. First, for any boolean function f , let us define
its “dual”
fˆ(S 0 ) = 1 − f (S\S 0 ).
Or, in other words, fˆ(x) = f¯(x̄). Given a hypothesis space H, define Ĥ =
{fˆ : f ∈ H}. For example, the dual of log(n)-DNF preferences is log(n)-CNF
preferences. The set of monotone functions is closed under dual.
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Theorem 5. If, given f ∈ H and g ∈ Ĥ, one can elicit the optimal allocation
S, S 0 using M value queries, then one can perform a superset query on H using
M + 2 membership queries.
Proof. Suppose that f ∗ is the target concept and one wants to perform a superset
query with g ∈ H. First, compute ĝ ∈ Ĥ. Then, perform preference elicitation on
f ∗ , ĝ. If this procedure returns an allocation satisfying both parties, this means
we have an x such that f ∗ (x) = 1 and ĝ(x̄) = 1. But, ĝ(x̄) = ḡ(x) so this
means that x is a counterexample to the superset query. On the other hand if
the elicitation procedure fails to do so, then this means no such x exists so the
superset query can return “true”.
t
u
Corollary 1. If H is a subclass of monotone DNF that is closed under removal
of terms, and if one can perform preference elicitation for (H, Ĥ), then H is
learnable from membership queries alone.
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Conclusions and Open Problems

In machine learning, one’s objective is nearly always to learn or approximately
learn some target function. In this paper, we relate this to the notion of preference
elicitation, in which the goal instead is to find the optimal partitioning of some
set of items (to find an example x maximizing f (x) + g(x̄).)
We now describe several open problems left by this work. We begin with a
problem stated above in Section 3.
Open Problem 1 Can
preferences expressible as polynomial-size DNF formu√
las be elicited in 2O( n) value queries or demand queries?
A somewhat fuzzier question related to our results on log(n)-DNF is the
following. Our algorithm in this case was non-adaptive: the questions asked did
not depend on answers to previous questions. It seems natural that for some
classes adaptivity should help. In fact, it not hard to generate artificial examples
in which this is the case. However, we know of no natural example having this
property.
Open Problem 2 Are there natural classes of functions for which exact learning is information-theoretically hard, preference elicitation via a non-adaptive
algorithm is hard (i.e., one in which the questions can all be determined in advance) but elicitation by an adaptive algorithm is easy.
One of the oldest techniques for preference elicitation is an ascending auction.
An ascending auction can be considered to be a sequence of increasing demand
queries, where if one asks a query w0 after a query w, then it must be the case
that for all i, wi0 ≥ wi . One interesting open question is:
Open Problem 3 Does there exist a preference elicitation problem that is hard
(or impossible) to elicit using an ascending auction but easy to elicit using demand queries?
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